The crawler-mounted pile driver is intended for installation of road safety barriers.

Where productivity and dependability are the essential requirement, choose ORTECO.

For more information

www.ingalcivil.com.au
**Back View**

Oil-pressure pipes are well positioned behind the main frame for safety purposes in case oil under pressure came out.

**Sound-Proof Engine**

The ORTECO pile drivers are equipped with sound-proof engines of excellent quality which comply with the most severe European standards for air pollution (antiparticle silencers assembled upon request).

**Controls**

The ORTECO pile driver on crawler of the HD line has been especially designed to guarantee operator’s safety and ergonomics. In fact, translation controls are well separated from pile driver’s controls.

**Transport**

ORTECO pile drivers can be easily loaded inside truck bodies thanks to reduced dimensions in transport position.

**Verticality**

The vertical column may be hydraulically positioned to obtain excellent uphill or downhill pile driving.